
UCAS

An introduction into how it 
works and how to get the 

best out of the system!



Key Harris Messages

Everyone needs to write a personal statement, 
even if you’re not sure if you’re going to 
university.

You need to write a strong draft of your personal 
statement on Unifrog before you start Year 13 
lessons. 

You can send your application off to UCAS before 
you have decided on all five universities.  You can 
add choices later.  No need to delay!



Why University?

• Nearly all careers now require you to have at least a degree for 
entry. It doesn’t have to be vocational (eg: law) to be useful.

• Graduates generally earn much more in the long term.
• Graduate jobs are usually more interesting, fulfilling and have more 

scope to do things in the future.
• Education is always a good investment; it teaches you to think and 

acquire transferable skills and gives you confidence.
• University education broadens your mind and your life experiences 

– great networking!
• Being at university is a good bridge to living independently.
• University opens up opportunities: travel, networking, clubs, etc.
• Although you will have some debt, it’s better to think about is as a 

‘graduate tax’. It is more manageable than you might think – you 
will hear more about this later on today.



When?

• We are learning about university choices and 
the application process now but…

• …you don’t have to go next year. You can go 
anytime.  

• The important thing is to know how to do it, 
do your research and to practise applying.



Which subject ? 

There are over 50,000 
courses available in the 

UK for you to decide 
from. 

Here are a few of the more 
unusual courses  

available in 2020…...  

• Creative Digital 
• Communications 
• Organic Food Studies 
• Disability Studies 
• Underwater Imaging 
• Embroidery 
• Exercise Science 
• Golf Management 
• Geochemistry 
• Human Rights 
• Intelligent Systems 
• Dance 
• Diagnostic Radiography 

The key thing is: it doesn’t matter which 
course you do (with a few exceptions).  The 
main thing is to get a good degree from a 
good university.



Choosing your Course
• Choose something that you enjoy studying.  
• Research thoroughly since courses vary a lot – this is really 

important!
• Check how you are going to be assessed: exams? 

Coursework? Thesis? Practicals? Think about your own 
learning style when you're doing this.

• Try to go to the university on open days, online or in 
person, and talk to students who study there.

• Talk to your sixth form team: we have a lot of experience.
• Use websites to help 

you: www.unifrog.org and www.ukcoursefinder.co.uk
• Don’t worry too much – universities are quite flexible about 

changes (no guarantees).

http://www.unifrog.org
http://www.ukcoursefinder.co.uk


Choosing Your University

• Course and the course requirements.
• Location: home or away? City or country? Check where the 

university is situated – look at a map!
• The university itself: 

Reputation – Russell Group? Top Third?
Accommodation
Clubs and societies
Year abroad/work experience (and other opportunities)
Student satisfaction
Drop out rate
Employability



The Application Process
What’s on the form?

Personal Details

Education (previous exam results etc.)

University choices

Personal statement

School reference

Once the main part of the form has been completed, paid 
for and 'sent' by you, we check it, approve it (or return it) 
and then check and attach the reference, before sending 
the application to UCAS. In other words, when you 'send' it, 
it hasn't been sent to UCAS!



The Application Process
• The form is sent to all the choices at the same time and universities 

cannot see where else you have applied.

• The earliest you can send your form to UCAS is the 7th September 2021.

• UCAS is a ‘clearing house’. They send your application to the universities 
you have chosen. No university can see where else you have applied.

• Cost of application for 2021 is £26 for multiple applications and £20 for a 
single application. This needs to be paid by card online before we can 
send the form off.

• Once the form has been sent, you are given 7 days after your welcome 
email to change your choices if you wish.

• You can add choices if you haven’t applied to all 5 universities, any time 
before 30th June 2022. This means that you don't have to delay sending 
your application if you haven't chosen all 5 universities yet.



Deadlines

• Oxbridge and medicine 15th October 2021
• All other applications 26th January 2022 (in order 

to have 'equal consideration' - in other words, 
universities have to give you as much attention as 
anybody else applying, as long as you meet this 
deadline. After that, they have no obligation to 
consider your application.

• You can apply at anytime of the year, including 
results day, but this is a HIGH RISK STRATEGY –
there's no guarantee of an offer and your 
academy won't have time to focus on you.



University Offers

Two types: unconditional or conditional:

Unconditional: this is becoming more common. It can be a 
fantastic feeling but be careful. They may be a bit desperate to 
have you…Also good level 3 grades will stay on your CV for life 
and are worth working hard for. You should not choose a 
university just because they've offered you an unconditional 
place.

Conditional: eg: BBB  or 120 points

After all the universities have made their offers or rejections (by 
May), you will have a short time to decide on your ‘firm’ and 
‘insurance’ choices.



What happens if….
No offers?
UCAS Extra will be automatically offered to you once you have either turned down all 
your offers or have not received any. This usually happens in the springtime. You can 
apply one university at a time for courses that are still available until you gain an offer 
you like.

Didn’t make the grades?
Clearing/Clearing Plus opens before results day for those making a late 
application, but is also available to all students who haven't been placed (due to 
missing their grades for their first and second choices) on results day and 
afterwards. There is a wide variety of courses available, even at Russell Group and Top 
Third universities.

Did better than expected?
UCAS Adjustment is there to help students who have gained higher grades than 
predicted and want to try out for a more prestigious course/university. Your current 
first choice is protected while you look about for other possibilities. If you have an 
agreement from a new university in writing, you can request to be released from your 
current course.



How can you help yourself?

• Research carefully using Unifrog and going on university 
open days. Talk to your sixth form team, HEA and careers 
advisers as well.

• Make sensible, realistic choices and know your predicted 
grades by asking your sixth form team. These will be the 
basis for an offer from any university.

• Take the time to write strong personal statements this 
summer and clear the way for studying hard from 
September onwards.

• Watch the UCAS deadlines and don't leave things to the last 
minute.

• Track your application carefully by using the UCAS phone 
app, emails, etc. 



League Tables

Be very wary of league tables. They can vary a 
lot and they are a very rough tool in terms of 
choosing courses and universities as the 
following examples will demonstrate. Always 
trust the fact that a Russell Group or Top Third 
university is likely to be a better choice than 
ones outside of that group.



What do the league tables tell us?

Complete University Guide

1. Cambridge

2. Oxford

3. St. Andrew’s

4. LSE

5. Imperial

Guardian University Guide

1. Cambridge

2. Oxford

3. St. Andrew’s

4. Durham

5. Bath



What do league tables tell us? 
Maths – Top 5 Universities

Overall

1.Cambridge
2.Oxford
3.Imperial
4.St. Andrew’s
5.Durham

Student Ratings

1.South Wales
2.Bolton
3.Salford
4.Coventry
5.Liverpool 

Hope

Graduate 
Prospects

1.Sussex
2.Cambridge
3.St. Andrew’s
4. Bath
5. Oxford



Teachers’ References

You don’t have to worry about these.  
We sort them out for you. 
Four areas:
1. Academic strengths
2. Academic skills
3. Wider learning relating to subject or wider 

curriculum, e.g: reading, lectures, summer 
schools,

4. Relevant work experience.



Predicted Grades
• Know your predicted grades before you decide on your 

universities.  Ask your Head of UCAS/sixth form to confirm 
these.

• These are not based solely on Year 12 exam grades and 
other work.

• We will be taking Covid19 and its effects into account.
• We aim to be as generous as we can be, taking into account 

your potential.
• It is the teachers’ and Head of Sixth Form’s decision but it is 

worth having a discussion. 
• Applying to a university who are asking for higher minimum 

grades than you have is a waste of an application. These 
universities will usually reject you. Use UCAS Adjustment 
in the summer if you get higher grades than your teachers 
predicted.



Final Thoughts
• You need to get started – you will risk your future exam 

results if you spent too much time on your UCAS 
statement and choices. Use these UCAS days wisely.

• You need to be realistic – promises to ‘work much 
harder’ don’t amount to better grades. Balance 
ambition with realism.

• You must be aware of your predicted grades and 
match these against the universities at which you wish 
to study. Ask you Head of Sixth Form for this.

• You should really try to get to the universities you are 
interested in to see whether you like them. 

• You must write your personal statement this summer.



Extra Final Thought

Students who get As get As not because they’re 
‘clever’ but because:

• They are curious and want to understand.

• They work really hard and really consistently.

• They communicate well with their teachers 
and use feedback to improve.

• They are focused, organised and don’t chat 
during study time.


